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Town Square Las Vegas
 site area  | 97 acres / 39.3 hectares 

 total GBA  | 897,383 sq ft / 83,400 sq m

 client  | Turnberry Associates and Centra Properties

DDG was the design consultant on this project, working with JMA Architect Studios, Inc., the architect of record.
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Town Square Las Vegas is an exciting and deliberate  
alternative to typical Vegas offerings. Designed 
without the inclusion of casinos, the architecture 
and planning work in unison to create an authentic 
town center experience. 

The town square is the central organizing element 
of the plan, and creates a huge civic draw in a 
city with few parks or community spaces. DDG’s 
design concept adds visual interest to the project:  
contemporary and historic-styled buildings are 
placed side by side, so it appears that the street 
evolved slowly over time, producing a setting 
where shops, restaurants, and galleries have an 
opportunity to express their unique identity. 

Inspired by historic main streets, Town 
Square incorporates styles and details from 
across the U.S.
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Filled with engaging amenities, Town Square 
appeals to Vegas’ 40 million tourists and 2 million 
residents as an unscripted venue. DDG began by 

researching the history of buildings  
in small southwestern towns, and 
designed forward from a foundation  
of natural, original structures: 

a mission church, positioned diagonally on the 
street grid and flanked by other “repurposed” 
structures, was created to appear centuries old. 
The unique format channels vibrant Vegas energy 

into an innovative new neighborhood-style retail 
and entertainment community, boasting family-
friendly facilities such as a children’s park, carousel, 
bookstores, art galleries, a gourmet market, and 
an eighteen-screen second-level multiplex theater. 
Here, the lifestyle setting invites shoppers to linger; 
to sit comfortably in conversation with a friend at 
an outdoor fire pit under the lights of a Mexican 
cantina, or for children to safely romp in a playful 
plaza fountain. Town Square is an atmosphere that 
becomes a must-see destination. 

The central town square hosts numerous 
community events throughout the year.

DDG was the design consultant on this project, working with JMA Architect Studios, Inc., the architect of record.

In a city most known 
for its gambling venues, 
DDG's unconventional 
approach spectacularly 
defied the odds, winning  

“Best of Las Vegas” and 
several national design 
and development awards.

town SQUArE lAS vEGAS
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Because it is Las Vegas, the quality of the resort landscape  
was brought to a much higher level than that of 

a typical town center project. 
Themed-architectural contractors  
were utilized to sculpt the exterior  
facades, while extensive and 
abundant green spaces required 

a high level of design and rich landscaping. Tall trees 
line the avenues, where colonnades, shady trellises, and 
canopies soften the sun on the street by day, and light up 
brilliantly at night. Town Square’s mixed-use sensibility  
includes luxury loft office space above street-level 
retail, and health and fitness facilities.

Surrounding communities have 
embraced Town Square as their own 
true town center.

DDG emphasizes an authentic living-town  
environment that has evolved over time, an 
approach that allows for a diverse architectural 
mix with depth and richness, and where contrast 
creates an exciting visual experience. Town Square 
Las Vegas’ selected blend is reminiscent of Main 
Street “founding buildings” – church, fire station, 
town hall, library, civic buildings – repurposed as 
restaurants and shops, with contemporary infill 
added organically. Style influences are varied – 
Spanish-mission inspired, seaside Mediterranean, 
elegant old-world European, flowing 1920’s  

“pueblo deco”, and mid-Victorian brick structures. 
Each is unique and distinct, but balanced to convey  
the impression that the place has grown and 
evolved over time.

The spirit of place draws people together, 
builds community, and ultimately creates a 
memorable experience.

DDG was the design consultant on this project, working with JMA Architect Studios, Inc., the architect of record.town SQUArE lAS vEGAS




